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Through the ages, the magic of Christmas has belonged to 
children . Capturing the Victorian flavor of our Christmas issue 
are (clockwise from left) Kimberly Ritacco, Katherine Connelly, 
Meagan Vogan', Michael Connelly, and Arthur Brown - all 
represent the many children of NPS families. Special thanks to 
the Robert Louis Stevenson House for providing the Children'S 
Room for our setting and the Old Time Photo Emporium at the 
Edgewater Packing Company for the Victorian costumes. 
(Photographed by Mary Ann Hoffman) 
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putting it all together 
by VICTORIA W. BROWN 
As 1983 draws to a close so does my 
tenure as Editor of the Classmate. The past 
six months have been a very exciting and 
busy time, and it is with mixed emotions 
that I write these notes one last time. I am 
looking forward to a more relaxing pace of 
life, but I shall miss watching each issue 
come to life. While you have seen my name 
here each m0nth this job has never been, 
never could be the result of only one per-
son's efforts. lowe much to many people 
for helping me to put it all together. I would 
like to take the time here to thank a hard-
Holiday Gift of 
working staff of writers, proofreaders, and 
advisors for the support and friendship they 
have given me. I would also like to thank my 
husband, David, who has not only put up 
trying to study in a room crammed with 
Classmate materials, but has also pitched 
in with household chores as each deadline 
grew nearer and nearer. I'm sure he never 




100% wool tweed sport coat for 
year round comfort. Experience 
the quality with style. $185.00 
Free Gift Wrap 
9i" • .dippa ... [ fo, &1." 
454 Alvorado, Monterey 375-4347 
Open Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30 
MasterCard, Vlso and Am.rlcon Expr ••• Welcome 
Free Parking In the rear 
thought that he would become a single 
paren~ but there must have been times 
when I know he felt like one. I also want 
to thank our son, Arthur, who soon realized 
that "Mommy is working" was nolthe time 
to empty the tupperware cabinet onto the 
dining room floor or empty the laundry soap 
box to play in the "snow." leaving this job 
has become easier knowing that I will be 
handing it all over to two capable and ex-
perienced wives, Sue Dorin and Michele 
Rigterink. My best wishes lor their success 
(and the continued success 01 Classmate 
as it begins its 24th year) go to them along 
with lour Ii Ie cabinets, a waxing tool, tape 
recorder. and a mountain of photos. 
In this issue you will find a very special 
feature: A Monterey Christmas Keepsake. 
We hope that each of you will enjoy person-
alizing this section to keep as a reminder 
of your Christmas at NPS. The staff 01 Cla .. -
mate hope you enjoy our gift to you. 
Also this month,l am pleased to welcome 
back our young writers from the La Mesa 
Elementary School. A look at a new NPS 
organization, the all-women's racing team: 
The Rainbow Crew, can be found in this 
month's In Our Midst 
Special thanks to the Monterey office 01 
the California State Parks and Recreation 
Department; especially Ranger Martin 
Brown and guide Pauline Oulo for their 
assistance in obtaining access to the "Chil-
dren's Room" olthe Robert Louis Stevenson 
house, forthis month's cover photo. Thanks 
also to the owners, Sal and Carol Onorollo, 
of the Old-Time Photo Emporium, who 
loaned us the costumes to complete the 
Victorian theme of our cover. 
I hope that you will enjoy this issue as 
well as the holiday season and the break 
from the academic grind it brings. 
Have a "Dickens" 01 a Christmas. 0 
• 
President's Message 
fly UNDA VOGAN 
For my December message I would like to 
use a paraphrase of sorts from a familiar 
Christmas story line. 
It's the week before Christmas 
A fast twelve months gone by 
The familiar stir of excitement 
That incredible holiday high. 
The commercials all around us 
Proclaim, "Buy this and buy that," 
But look for Christmas in your wallet 
And you'll find that's not where it's at. 
First there are our children 
"Nestled snuggly" with their dreams. 
Even though visions are not of sugar plums 
but Jedi, 
There's magic in how their eyes gleam. 
Of many challenges, a part of our service 
way of life 
Some holidays apart we must sometimes 
endure. 
Monterey means add Moms and Dads to 
those children ; 
Families together this year for sure. 
Intertwined with all our holiday merriment 
Plenty of fanciful activities will abound. 
Read on through the following stanzas 
You'll hear just how they sound. 
For some their tours end in December 
That means packing a house up and 
moving out 
To sell those things that won't travel 
That's what the Bargain Fair on the third 
is aboul 
On the Seventh come down and join us 
And step into years gone by 
Christmas decorating in a Victorian 
theme. 
Come by Herrmann Hall and give it a try. 
Two days later a house tour with a holiday 
flair; 
Our own "looking glass" of Yule. 
Share with others how they see " the spirit" 
In La Mesa Village and at the School. 
How will your children remember 
Christmas 
From their years in their Monterey home? 
The Children's Christmas Party on 
December t 1th 
Will give them special memories of their 
own. 
REPAIRS PHOTO RENTALS BELL & HOWELL AUDIO VISUAL KODAK· PENTAX EQUIPMENT SALES EQUIPMENT Also Servicing: PROJECTORS SOUND · SilENT CANON · LEICA· MINOL TA OYER HEAD 
ZEISS· POLAROID SERVICES SLIDE· OPAQUE KONIC" · HASS£LILAO SCREENS 
HIKON a MOST OTHERS TAPE RECORDERS 
LIGHT METERS PMONE 
ELECT·FLASH 372-4600 BINOCULARS · MICROSCOPES LENS COLLIMATION 
SHUTTER CALIBRATION FREE ESTIMATES 
213 GRAND AVE. PACIFIC GROVE 
These lines seem to be growing 
There are many more things I could cover 
But I'll leave some for all of you 
To spend some time, seek out and discover. 
Here there'll be no "breasts of new fallen 
snow 
For the moon to give luster to objects 
below." 
But Christmas is always Christmas 
In my daughter's eyes, ah that glow. 
"Eight tiny reindeer ... a little old driver ... 
in a miniature sleigh" 
Is one of the most traditional of holiday 
themes. 
But remember, the first Christmas began 
long ago under a star. 
And through our children, family, and 
friends we'll find what it truly means. 
Happenings around the world of late 
have highlighted the seriousness of the 
patriotiC call which each and every one of 
us has answered. As we approach the 
Christmas holiday and draw our families 
near, few people outside the military can 
share that special " quality of life" which 
we share with one another. 





































Not Shown: Brenda Uyak , Nancy Willis, 
Deborah Greene, Donna Randall , LuzAdams. 
Sue Dorin , Michelle Rigterink, Lynne Tungatt, 
Diane Ward , Mary Small , and Kathy Reed. 
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OSWC Activities ~_ 
'yJAN HUGHES~ ~ ~ ~ 
NEW CLASSES 
Color Analysis-Kathy Cronauer (373-
6450). Discover a more confident, beau-
tiful you with a consultation on colors 
and fashion. Cost: Members: $30.00, 
Non-members: $35.00 for a 2 hr class. 
Double Wedding Ring Quin-Emily Thomp-
son (375-2097). Create an heirloom fav-
orite in a method of layer cutting & speed 
sewing. Cost: Members: $15.00, Non-
members: $18.00 for two 3 hour classes. 
Folk Guitar-Muriel Anderson (899-0752). 
Learn to accompany yourself on the gui-
tar with a variety of strums & finger-
pricks. Cost: Members: $5.00, Non-
members: $5.50 for Y:z hour lesson. 
Heirloom Sewing-Beverly Johnston (649-
6478). "Old-fashioned" sewing for mod-
ern-day use. Learn the basic techniques 
of hands ewing & create a family heirloom. 
Cost: Members: $35.00, Non-members: 
$40.00 for six 2Y:z hr classes. 
Lone Star Quilt-Emily Thompson (375-
2097). Learn the speed-sew technique of 
creating this beautiful 8 point star quilt 
Completion of pieced top in 2 classes. 
Cost: Members: $15.00, Non-members: 
$18.00 for two 3 hr classes. 
Machine Applique-Emily Thompson (375-
2097). Acquaint yourself with your sewing 
machine & learn successful machine ap-
plique. Patterns provided. Cost: Mem-
bers: $10.00, Non-members: $12.00 for a 
3-4 hr class. 
Traditions-Beverly Johnston (649-6478). 
Class will cover intermediate smocking 
stitches, embellished smocking, & finish-
ing touches for a family tradition. Cost: 
Members: $25.00, Non-members: $30.00 
for eight 2 hr classes. 
CHANGED CLASSES 
Basic Calligraphy-Cindy Uetz (372-6169) 
Cost Members: $20.00, Non-members: 
$23.00 for five 2 hour classes. 
Stained Glass-Gerrie Groener! (625-
6019). Cost: Members: $25.00, Non-
members: $30.00 for three 2 hour classes. 
Stained Glass Panel-Gerrie Groener! 
(625-6019). Cost Members: $50.00, Non-
members: $55.00 for six 2 hour classes. 
DELETED CLASSES 
Fabric Selection & Wardrobe Planning-
Karen Reddix 
CURRENT CLASSES 
Arabic Language-Salwa Abdelsamad 
(899-0881) 
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Ballet &Jazz for Pleasure-Madonna Mab-
ry MacDonald (1-455-1803) 
BasicSmocking-Sharon Ezzell (375-3263) 
Beginning Bridge-Pat Thomas (373-3447) 
Beginning KniHing-Susan Grubb (375-
Beginning Quilting-Susan Grubb (375-
4289) 
4289) 
Beginning Traditional Heirloom Quilting-
Emily Thompson (375-2097) 
Children's Creative Dance-Terri Grim-
shaw (624-3799) 
~ 6 a most unique store for . . . k ~;, NEEDLE CRAFT 
1='ADS~ • NeedlepOint • Paternayan Yarns YARNS • Crewel • DMC Products 
It I \ Count Cross Stitch Supplies 
Tues.-Wed,-Fri.-Sat. 11 to 6 Thurs. 11-7 Closed Sun.-Mon. 
1219A Forest Ave., Across from Safeway, Pacific Grove 
375-3550 
For all your Christmas 
shopping needs. 
first at your 
Navy Exchange. 
NPS Monterey CA 
• 
Color Analysis-Peggy Bollens (373-3862), 
Melinda Bramlett (372-7391), Connie 
Derrick (375-9793), Ann Kemp (372-
8953), Karen Reddix (649-6439) 
Construction of Smocked Garments-
Sharon Ezzell (375-3263) 
Cooking School-May Lawrence (625-
2581) 
Counted Cross Stitch-Susan Grubb (375-
4289) 
Crochet-Susan Grubb (375-4289) 
Fabric Frames-Kathy Bosse (646-9160) 
Fabric Lined Basket-Leslie Barton (646-
8023) 
Fabric Selection & Wardrobe Plannlng-
Karen Reddix (649-6439) 
Folded Fabric Wreath-Susan Grubb (375-
4289) 
Intermediate-Advance Traditional Heirloom 
Quilting-Emily Thompson (375-2097) 
Handwriting Analysis-Yolanda Poindex-
ter (899-2732) 
International Cooking-Robyn Clark (646-
8437) 
Investment Planning-David Allard (625-
5394) 
Needlepoint-Sally Dewey (624-2250) 
PEP (Parent Enrichment Program)-Mary 
Ann Hoffman (646-8736) 
Piano-Mildred Kline (624-9541) 
Piano & B Clarinet-Jan Myers (372-2409) 
Piano Instruction-Nathalie Plotkin (373-
5671) 
Prepared Childbirth (LaMAZE)-Nancy 
Myers (384-7080) 
Private Piano & Guitar-Karen Rigdon 
(649-8752) 
Ruffled Wreath-Susan Grubb (375-4289) 
Sewing Classes-Karen Reddix (649-6439) 
Smocking-Beginning to End-Billi Parus 
(649-6586) 
~ P YJat>r-icia c:4. ShapLE!J S 
~ Smocking Supplies S ~) DMC - Fabric - Plates ~ 
J ~ ~~~~~~!~ 
• 35 mm BW and color developed and 
printed overnight 
• Overnight slide processing 
• Custom color enlarging - type C 
from negatives, type R from slides 
• Professional quality BW/custom 
enlargements 
• Copy and restoration of your treasured family photographs 
• And many other services 
CLASSMA TE's Exclusive Processor 
Quality Photo Finishing Is Our Only Business 
372-6337 Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:30 
580 LIGHTHOUSE (corner of Hoffman St.), NEW MONTEREY 
Solt Sculpture Dolls-Sue Will iams (373-
4817), Linda Sigmon (375-6847) 
Suzuki Piano Lessons-Aurelia Barton 
(373-7590) 
Tales, Treasures & Ghostly Happenings of 
Old Monterey-Randall Reinstedt (373-
2885) 
Tennis Instruction-Jane Porter (649-0530) 
Tole Painting-Selma Moskowitz (373-
5064) 
Ukrainian Easter Eggs-Emily Thompson 
(375-2097) 
Wardrobe Planning-Karen Reddix (649-
6439) 
Violin & Viola Lessons-Mildred Kline (624-
9541) 
TUTORING 
All Elementary & Most Jr & Sr High Sub-
jectS-Kathy Lombart (384-5304) 
English Composition-Vic key Brown (373-
8743) 
English-Bettye Jackson (646-9986) 
Grades K-6 & Special Ed-Linda Williams 
(394-7125) 
TYPING 
Kathy Bales (646-0485) 0 
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-oswc News - -----
OSWC President Thanks ... 
As I become more aware through our 
membership and planned activities of how 
large OSWC is, I have a greater apprecia-
tion for All the people who volunteer to 
help. Nothing we do can be done by one 
person or even a small group. It takes 
many people beh ind the scenes and in 
front to accomplish all that we do. This 
month I would like to publicly thank ... 
linda Connelly for organizing the balloon 
booth at the la Mesa School Fun Festival. 
As a result of some very enthusiastic bal-
loon sellers (husbands, wives and children), 
OSWC sold 421 balloons and splitthe profit 
with La Mesa PTA. 
Debbie Korbak, Gerri Groenert and Dee 
Collier for a highly successful Christmas 
Cran Bazaar. Thank you selle," for sharing 
your talents and buyers for contributing to 
the success. For all the people who donated 
a door prize or baked goods, thank you. 
Chris Marra and Alison Kwiatkowski for 
the hours you spent finding all of those 
Santas and sleigh drivers and organizing 
one of the most rewarding OSWC spon-
sored events. There are few things more 
delightful to see than children's eyes light 
up when S'.nta Claus walks into their home. 
I know sonl~ busy people took time out 
from their personal schedules to give a 
little of themselves to others. Thank you, 
Santas and helpers. 
Finally, a continuing thanks to all the 
people who do their job every day. 0 
Now at last . 
CALIFORNIA STATE 
CERTIFIED PET GROOMING 
FOR PET OWNERS WHO WANT 
THE BEST FOR THEIR PET 
fAduw, f!JJ~ 
3084A Del Monte Blvd.,Marina. CA 
384-8594 
Huge selection of coats . sweaters & accessories. 
An Evening 
"Second To None" 
by ROSE ANNE FRITCH IE, 
Chairman, Military Officer's Ball J983 
The elegant Barbara McNitt Ballroom 
was the setting for this year's Military Offi-
cers' Ball. Three hundred forty formally 
attired guests attended the Ball in celebra-
tion of the Navy's 208th birthday and to 
honor those who served in our nation's 
Armed Forces. 
Following a cocktail hour in the LaNovia 
Room, the evening commenced with a half 
hour of ceremonies with lCDR William 
Sheppard as Master of Ceremonies. The 
evening began with the "piping aboard" 
of Rear Admiral J.J. Ekelund, Superinten-
dent, Naval Postgraduate School. Admiral 
and Mrs. Ekelund were escorted into the 
Ballroom by lland Mrs. William R. Fritchie. 
The other honored guests included: Com-
modore Robert H. Shumaker, Prospective 
Superintendent, Naval Postgraduate 
School, and Mrs. Shumaker, escorted by 
lCDR and Mrs. Charles Vogan, Jr.; and 
Dr. David Shrady, Academic Dean, Naval 
Postgraduate School, and Mrs. Shrady, 
escorted by lCDR and Mrs. J.R. Sowers. 
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND FACULTY CLUB 
8 
The Naval Postgraduate School Officers' and Faculty Club is among the finest in the Navy. Its 
services are provided to all active duty officers of the Armed Forces, faculty members and other 
specific groups. BankAmericard and Masterchargeare accepted for package store, evening food 
services and EI Prado bar. 
Continental Breakfast - 0730-1030, EI Rancho; Luncheon -1100-1315, EI Rancho (Cafeteria) ; 
Evening Dining - 1830-2130, EI Prado (Friday and Saturday) . TGIF on Friday nights 2100-0100. 
Music Friday and Saturday nights 2100-0100. 
Attractive roomsat the Club areavailable for private parties, and the Club will provide prepared 
menu selections for home parties. For details call 372-1339. 
Remember to make reservations early and do let the Club know if you must cancel them. 
GUARANTEE ON 
PARTY RESERVATIONS 
Private parties in our din ing 
rooms for wh ich reservations 
have been made for 20 or more 
persons, must sign a contract (at 
least 24 hours prior to the event) 
guaranteeing 95% attendance. 
The beautiful sunken garden with pool, colorful 
flowers and well groomed plants sets the scene at 
Herrmann Hall at the entrance to the Commis-
sioned Officers' and Faculty Club. 
NPS PACKAGE 
STORE - 373-7511 
- is located adjacent to the 
Post Office, near parking lot " E" 
at the rear of Herrmann Hall. 
Seer, liquor, wine, mixers, cock-
tail snacks and bar accessories 
are available. 
Monday-Saturday 1 000-1700 
Open Friday evening until 
8 p.m. 
The Superintendent cuts the cake. 
Following the presentation of the colors, 
the various branches of the Armed Forces 
and the International Forces were toasted 
and the birthday cake was cut by the Admir-
al. To conclude the pageantry of the eve-
ning, the beef was paraded through the 
Ballroom, accompanied by bagpipes and 
drums. This year's complimentary favor 
was a small framed drawing of Hermann 
Hall. The Fort Ord 7th Infantry Division 
Band performed from a white lattice-work 
gazebo, and provided a wide variety of 




We represent the largest International 
movers of household goods and personal 
effects throughout the world. Pioneers 
in International moving, we provide a 
containerized service which is first in 
quality and dependability, Let us show you 
how to save your moving dollars. 
S&S TRANSFER & STORAGE,INC. 
Please phone 899-1011 and ask for the Export Manager. 
The 1983 Military Officers' Ball Com-
mittee would like to thank the following 
people for their help and advice: The Naval 
Postgraduate School staff, especially the 
Office of Mil itary Operations; Agnes Bomar-
ito, Catering Manager, Commissioned 
Officers and Faculty club and her staff; 
Public Works; and the Public Affairs Oe-
partment. 
I would also like to add my personal 
thanks to the 1983 Military Officers' Ball 
Committee members: Mellen Sheppard, 
Linda Vogan, Debra Neal, Michelle Sterrett, 
Betty White, Maureen Ruppert, Debbie 
Shumway, Juliann McPadden, Ann Marie 
Murphy, Mary Shannon, Janet Therrien, 
Vickey Brown, Beth Bishop, Christy Highfild, 
Madonna Ness, Linda Connelly, Joan Mays, 
Carolyn Berlin, Pat Sowers, and Pat Whit-
worth. In addition, a special thanks goes 
to all the husbands for all the support and 
help they gave us. 0 
CARPET AND RUGS 
The LARGEST Inventory on the 
Peninsula 
Carpet Remnants and Full Rolls. Custom and Ready-Made 
Drapery. Carpet Binding 
Fast, Efficient 1-Day Service. Immediate Delivery 
Special Military Discounts. Professional Installation 
YOUR CHARGE 
IS WELCOME 
VISA. MC • AMEX 
BROADWAY CARPET 
1049 BROADWAY. BEAUTIFUL SEASIDE 
394-6831 




Professor and Mrs. Joseph Kafka of 
Monterey proudly announce the engage-
ment of their daughter, Laura Grazyna 
Kafka, to Captain Keith Kernek of Pacific 
Grove. 
Miss Kafka, a native Californian, is a 
music instructor on the peninsula. 
She is a University of California, Berkeley 
student and alumna of Monterey High 
School, Monterey Peninsula College, the 
Defense Language Institute, and did under-
graduate study at Princeton University. 
Herfiance, a Captain in the United States 
Army, is a graduate of the University of 
Oklahoma, Naval Postgraduate School, 
NSA, and is presenHy attending the Defense 
Language Institute. 
Community News 
He is the son of Mrs. Boyd Kernek of Excellency the Most Reverend Bishop 
Holdenville, Oklahoma. Shubsda will perform the military style 
The December wedding will be held in ceremony. 
















"Our gifts are always beautifully wrapped. " 






HOME PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
Your contractor is 
Vapor Cleaners 
Call 
373-7660 or 375-5221 





Toll Free 1-800-446-6019 
Coming in Early February 
Cam continues to assist 
mil itary families coast to coast. 
As a Navy wife and a 
thoughtful and professional 
realtor, her experience will 
mean an eas ier trans it ion for 
you. 
Write for one of her special 
ME-to-You fact packets with an 
area map, new homes 
brochures, Homes magazines 
and the best seller-Everything 
You Always Wanted To Know 
About Virginia Beach But Didn 't 
Have Time to Ask. 
Top in her firm and in the top 
one percent in her area, Cam's 
success has made her a member 
of the Multi-Million Dolla r Club , 
the National Mill ion Dollar Sales 
Club and the Tidewater Board 
of Realtors Million Dollar Club. 
She was named Agent of the 
Year at Marshall -Ewald for 1980, 




Over $5,000,000 worth of 
Tidewater real estate was 
handled by Cam Templeton 
in 1982. To do such a 
tremendous amount of 
business and do it so well -
according to her Buyers, 
Sellers, and Peers - is a rarity 
indeed. 
"Our real estate agent was 
tremendous, she did more than 
what was expected. "-Lt. & Mrs. 
Daniel Johnson. 
"All of our praise goes to the 
excellence and professionalism 
of our agent. "-Lcdr. & Mrs. 
James Bray. 
'Thanking you for every thing-
especially your thoughtfufness. 
professionalism, and 
friendship. "-Lcdr. Ron and Lin 
Honey. 
"Since it was our first time 
buying we needed all the 
guidance we could get; you 
helped us immensely. "-Cyndy 
and Bill Moore. 
"House hunting for us, of 
course, was a serious business. 
However, by the time we 
finished, it became fun for me ... 
You know I have never fell so 
comfortable and relaxed with a 
perfect stranger as I fell with 
you. "-Alma Specht. 
"Mrs. Templeton 's performance 
as our agent has been far 
beyond that normally explM'ted 
of an agent. "-Lcdr. & Mrs. Joe 
Satrapa. 
Marshall·Ewald Executive Park 
2620 Southern Blvd. 
Vi~io Beach, Va. 23452 
(804)463-2600 
r-------------------~ I ~me I 
I Address I 
I City _ State I 
I Phone Zip I 
I Rank I 
I Expected date of move I 
: _ ~ Marshall- : 
I Ewald,REALTORs. I 
I MARSHALL·EWALD EXECUTIVE PARK I I 2620 SOUTHERN BOULEVARD I 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA 23452 




CHRISTMAS DINNER MENU 
Tomalo Aspic wllh Curried Mayonnaise' 
Sianding Rib Roast of Beef' 
Yorkshire Pudding' 
Mashed Potatoes with Grated Onion' 
Beef Gravy 




Christmas dinner should be an elegant 
affair, but not one that re legates the cook 
to the kitchen. I believe the key ingredient 
is a superb cut of beef; use your judgment 
or seek a trustworthy butcher. The main 
course, thus carefully selected, takes pre-
cious little time to prepare. Referring to the 
above menu, all save the Yorkshire pudding 
(well worth the small effort) and the hol-
landaise sauce, can be prepared in ad-
vance, free ing the " founder of the feast" 
to enjoy her guests! 
My mother-in-law introduced me to this 
aspic. Smooth of texture and mellow of 
flavor, it is a regal beginning to Christmas 
dinner. Unmold onto a bed offresh greens, 
place curried mayonnaise in the center, 
and you have a dish as pleasing to the eye 
as it is to the palate. 
by MAUREEN DEUTERMANN 
TOMATO ASPIC WITH CURRIED 
MAYONNAISE 
Large (32 oz.) can tomato puree 
Tomato juice to total 4 cups liquid with 
puree 
2 packages plain gelatin 
'h cup cold water 
1 tbsp. sugar 
1 tap. worcestershire sauce 
1 tsp_ chili powder 
"h cup mayonnaise 
'h-1 tsp_ curry powder 
Heat tomato puree and tomato juice to a 
simmer. Soften gelatin in water and add to 
tomato mixture. stirring til dissolved. Mix 
in sugar, worcestershire, and chili powder. 
Cool slightly. Pour into 4 cup ring mold 
and refrigerate several hours or overnight 
Serve unmolded on bed of lettuce. Mix 
mayonnaise with curry powder. Serve with 
aspic . 
A beautiful standing rib roast of beef 
needs no further introduction. 
STANDING RIB ROAST OF BEEF 
Rib Roast of Beef (allow 3-4 servings 
per pound) 
Remove rib roast from refrigerator about 
3 hours before serving. Trim off excess 
fat. Place on rack in baking pan. Preheat 
oven to 550°. Place roast in oven and 
immediately reduce heat to 350 ·. Cook 20 
minutes to the pound for a medium rare 
piece of beef. 
Yorkshire pudding is a grand accom-
paniment to your beef roast. While it must 
be prepared shortly before serving time, 
it is surprisingly simple. The only trick 
to remember: have all ingredients at room 
temperature. 
You've tried the rest 
now try the Best 
12 
MAMA MIA 
THAT'S A Sandwich 
MAMA MIA'S DELI 
SANDWICH SHOP 
11 93 10th St., Monte rey (1 block from Naval Postgraduale School) 
375-9161 
Weekdays 7:30-3:30 Saturday 7:30-3:00 
YORKSHIRE PUDDING 
V. cup flour 
'h tsp. salt 
'h cup milk 
2 eggs 
1h cup water 
Sift flour and salt into medium mixing 
bowl. Stir in milk. Beat eggs until light. 
Add to above mixture. Add water. Bealthis 
mixture until bubbles rise to the top. Pour 
into a 9x12 pan which contains about v. 
inch beef drippings or melted butter. Bake 
20 minutes at 400·. Reduce heat to 350· 
and bake 10-15 min. Serve immediately. 
Homemade mashed potatoes are be-
coming a lost art. That's such a shame, as 
nothing out of a box can match their flavor. 
Actually, the Yorkshire pudding can serve 
as the starch in this menu, but if you're 
feeling decaden~ do include the potatoes 
as well. 
Continued on page 35. 
5 S'D'&[;od 
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( FREE SAMPLE 
Soft Serve Yogurt 
WITH THIS AD 
• Daily Specials 
• All Foods Calorie Counted 
• Low-Fat , Low-Salt 
• Low Sugar, Low-Starch 
• Satisfying Taste 
Want Recipes, Tips on 
Low-Cal Gourmet Dining? 
Send 'or our regular newsletter 
Name ____________________ _ 
Addre .. __________________ _ 
City ____________ Zlp __ _ 
484 Del Mont. Center (408) 372-0202 L _________ • _________________ _ 
• 
The Algorithm Method: Flashpoint 
by X 
Karen Benson, recently widowed, is be-
ing watched by Steve Baker, CNA, as he 
seeks to expose her husband's traitorous 
murderer. Protected by Dr. Bill Chambers, 
a long-time friend and suspect, and expect-
ing her mother and father-in-law momen-
tarily, she awakes from a restless sleep, 
horrified by an apparition in the darkness 
of her bedroom. 
As she was about to shriek in terror, the 
figure emerged into the dim light cast from 
the hallway, and she saw it was her father-
in-law. "I'm so sorry, dear, I didn't mean 
to alarm you-I just wanted to check on you 
before I went to sleep." Karen propped 
herself on her elbows, exhausted. "I'm not 
feeling well." Ed Benson quietly pulled up 
a chair. "That's to be expected, everything 
considered. I wish we could have come 
sooner, but I was on a business trip when I 
got the news." He looked at her carefully, 
noting the large, dark circles under her 
eyes and her drawn look, and got up to go. 
"You need rest. Here, I made this hot cocoa 
for myself, put a little brandy in it, you drink 
it. There's a little more in the pan for me." 
She sipped the cocoa as he departed, and 
then sank down into the pillows wearily, 
falling into a heavy slumber. 
When Karen awoke, it was 2 PM and both 
Bill and Steve Baker were waiting to see 
her. As Janet, her mother-in-law, served 
coffee, Karen sat down opposite them. "I 
feel as though I have cotton in my head and 
I have such a nervous stomach, I couldn't 
even think about food. I'm beginning to 
think that some of my ailments are not 
stress-related." Bill frowned and said he'd 
take her to the hospital later to have a few 
tests done. Baker was looking at Bill 
strangely when Karen remembered what 
she had to tell Baker. At that momen~ Bill 
got up and went in the kitchen to help Janel 
Karen leaned over and whispered to Baker, 
"I just last night remembered that Bill spent 
the summer between high school and col-
lege in Russia, near Moscow, and travelled 
to outer areas occasionally. It happened 
so long ago I had forgotten, bu~ even so, I 
still can't imagine Bill being a spy." Baker 
absorbed this information, gazing out the 
window speculatively, until Bill returned. 
Then he set forth his own interesting piece 
of news. "We dusted the den for prints this 
morning and found none at all. Have you 
dusted there recently?" Karen's eyes wid-
ened. "Dave was very protective of his 
space there and I could only go in about 
(€) PE~I~~e~a~n~~~~~:~!~~I¥.~~q~,£~NTER 




The APPLE Computer Sys-
tems including the favorite 
Apple /Ie starter system 
with 64K, BOcolumn card, 
monitor and disk drive 
with controller. 
*~~tar 
The Center also Provides: 
The Zenith and Kaypro Computers/ Professional Appl ications 
Software/Competitive Prices/Training and Instruction on the 
Computer and the Software/Technical Support and Full 
Service In-House/ Financing and Leasing . 
Located In Old Town. 208 Main St., Salinas, CA 93901 • 1408) 424-2103 
once a month to straighten up. It's been 
three weeks." Bill sat back in his chair, 
glancing first at Baker, then at Karen. " I 
guess I've been in my own little world. I 
wasn't aware there were any suspicious 
circumstances surrounding Dave's death. 
But, I also find it odd that you found no 
prints in the den this morning since I was 
in the den last night!" 
They stared at him, startled at this revela-
tion. "I was searching for some clue about 
his death. I knew Dave's family had a history 
of heart problems, but Dave was always 
healthy and stayed fi~ and the chances of 
him dying the way he did were zero. But I 
didn't find what I was looking for." 
Baker seemed to accept this without 
challenging Bill, and he left to check on 
other sources of information. Now that Bill 
knew about the investigation and had 
seemed to make a clean breast of his ex-
ploration of the den, Karen felt much more 
at ease with him. She thoughtof him as the 
old family friend again, and they left to go 
to the hospital for her tests. 
When they returned to the house, there 
was a note taped to the telephone from Ed 
and Janet explaining that they had gone 
for a drive. Karen developed a sudden 
appetite and had just gotten out the leftover 
steak from the night before when the phone 
rang. "This is Baker. Come to the NIS at 
Herrman Hall immediately. We'vegotthem!" 
Bill had his foot to the floor as often as 
he could and they must have made the trip 
in record time. They ran up the steps to the 
NIS Office, only to find themselves rooted 
to the floor once they saw what awaited 
them. Her in-laws were handcuffed and in 
the process of having their faces ripped 
off! Actually, what had appeared to be 
faces were the most stunningly crafted 
masks imaginable, and it was soon re-
vealed that these two people were not Ed 
and Janet at all, but carefully trained and 
unbelievably realistic agents. They were 
Americans, though, recruited for the mon-
ey, and, as an insurance policy, held by 
blackmail threats by the foreign govern-
ment they were employed by, according to 
Baker. "We found them trying to access 
the computer with the fake code and 
grabbed them at once." Karen was still 
overwhelmed. "But how did you know they 
weren't really Dave's parents?" Steve 
Baker smiled broadly-"I need to take you 
for a drive-there's something I have to 
show you." 
When she first opened the door to the 
hospital room she felt awash with emotions, 
but mostly the feeling of a heavy hand being 
lifted from her heart Dave was alive! He 
spoke her name quieUy and smiled, and she 
went to him. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Continued on page 33. 
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In Our Midst: The Rainbow Crew 
by LAURIE GIVENS 
The Monterey area is said to have some 
of the best waters for sailing in the world! 
A team of local ladies called the Rainbow 
Yacht Racing Crew has decided to capital-
ize on th is natural wonder. 
Bob Spencer, a retired Navy Commander, 
is the Coordinator of the Rainbow Crew. 
"What I wanted were either ladies who 
were not competent sailors or who were 
not 'permitted' to work on the boats," says 
Bob. "You see, many wives and sweet-
hearts are taken on the boats and for fear 
that they will blister their hands or cut 
themselves or strain a muscle, they're 
made to sit right there-and they sail for 
years and never learn a th ing about it!" 
Most at the Rainbow Crew started out in 
Bob's beginn ing sailing course, others 
heard about the new racing crew being 
formed and asked to join. " I chose from 
those on the basis of their past If they 
were competent sailors, I could not give 
them anything- therefore I did not accept 
them as part of the crew," states Bob. 
With 15 ladies on the team, sometimes 
scheduling even a practice session can be 
difficult There is a wide spectrum of women 
who are attracted to the Rainbow Crew. 
Included are homemakers and mothers, 
military officers, teachers, writers. dieti-
cians and a school superintendent But they 
all have one goal in common- to win the 
1984 Monterey Bay Shields Championship. 
P.O . Box 3326 Monterey, CA 93942 
408-649-6860 
Visit our offices in downtown Monterey above 
Great American Federal Savings and Loan at 
Del Monte and Alvarado Street. We are just 
across the street from the Doubletree Inn and 
lhe Monterey Convention Center, convenient 
to the Naval Postgraduate School. 
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• Residential 
• Building Sites 
• Commercial 
• National Referral Service 
• Call Collect for Sales Information 
• Send for· Monterey Area Housing 
Packet 
Richard L. Fowler, George W. East, 
Judy M idgley, Judy McCall, 
Sandy Shelby, Ray Hansen 
"Every lady has her eye on that goal," says 
Connie Long, one of the Rainbow Crew 
members. 
I asked Bob and Connie what it takes to 
be an effective member of a racing crew. 
Does it take brute strength? "No, it doesn't 
take brute strength. It takes a sense of 
timing and skill ," replies Connie. Bob adds, 
"There are times when weight and muscle 
can make a difference. However, we are 
working out a system with leverage tech-
niques so the ladies can handle the jobs 
which would normally require more muscle. 
They can do anything, because they work 
hard at it and pay great attention to detail," 
he adds. 
I also asked how women differ from men 
in sailing. Connie rolls her eyes and says 
"EGO". " Men let their egos get in the way. 
Women feel more free to ask how to do 
something, rather than just do it and do it 
Continued on page 39. 
Silk-screened Shi rts & Hats . Troph ies & Computer-
ized Engravings. Milita ry Plaques Our Specialty 
with Logos . Sewing & Alterations. Plastic Name 
Plates . Miniature Medals Remounted. Navy Mess 
Dress Uniforms & Accessories. 
1191 Echo Ave. 
Seaside, CA 93955 
(408) 394-0211 
M-F 9-6, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 10-5 
Your Independenl travel 
agent serves you besl 
WE BUY 
USED DRESS ....:.:::-.... ........c~' 
BLUE MILITARY 
UNIFORMS ~'""---
446 PACIFIC STREET 
MONTERE Y. CALIF 93940 
649-4292 From Sal1nal 757-1187 
A CI ... m.'. advertl.., for 20 yeara. 
• 
by LINDA CONNELLY 
The Steinbeck House 
132 Central Avenue 
Salinas 
424-2735 
"On an impulse he turned olf Main Street 
and walked up Central Avenue to number 
130 . .. it was an immaculate and friendly 
house, grand enough but not pretentious, 
and it sat inside its white fence surrounded 
by its clipped lawn and roses and coton-
easters lapped against its walls." 
This passage is taken from John Stein-
beck's description of his home in East of 
Eden, now a delightful gourmet luncheon-
restaurant February 27, 1984 will be the 
tenth anniversary of opening of the Stein-
beck House. Its menus feature a delicious 
gourmet entree each day, Monday through 
Friday, utilizing fresh produce and products 
of the fertile Salinas Valley. 
Each entree is preceded by a green 
salad, or a soup such as Taco Soup, 
Zucchini Bisque, or Creamy Lettuce Soup. 
Light butfilling Ham-Zucchini Puff, French 
Country Pie, and Hot Chicken Salad are 
sample entrees. The entrees range from a 
simple but elegant Quiche Lorraine to in-
triguing gourmet dishes like Ratatouilli 
Crepes and Poulet de Broccoli. The lunch-
eon price is $4.50 with iced tea or coffee 
another fifty cents. 
Never say never to dessert at the Stein-
beck House. You will always be treated 
to a sweet delight. One of my favorites is 
their Chocolate Nut Pie-of course I also 
like their French Silk Pie and the list 
could go on and on longer than I have 
room to en numerate here. Dessert is $1 .25. 
Beer and wine may be ordered and a 
variety of wine cocktails are also served 
with a special cocktail teatured each month. 
Give the "Cannery Row" a try-yes, you 
may vaguely recall a book by the same 
name. 
The historic Victorian home is owned and 
managed by the Valley Guild, a volunteer 
organization. Guild members plan, help 
prepare and serve the lunches. All of these 
dutiful volunteers are directed by a pro-




"The newest name in casual dining" 
Roast prime rib, sizzling steaks and tasty sea· 
food, all prepared in the traditional manner . . . 
serving lunch weekdays from 11 :30, dinner 
nightly, except Sundays, from 5:00. Brick fire-
place highlights cocktail lounge, open from 
11:00. Banquet facilities available. Overlooking 
Lake EI Estero. 
"Something to Crow About" 
For Reservations 
t375-5104J 
55 CAMINO AGUAJlTO 
MONTEREY 
secretary / bookkeeper, dishwasher, and 
gourmet chef are the only paid staff. All 
proceeds go to selected Salinas Valley 
charities and to the maintenance of the 
Steinbeck House. Over two hundred thou-
sand dollars have been donated to these 
charities. Gratuities, in any amount, are a 
direct gift to youth activities of the Salinas 
Valley. 
The Steinbeck House is open for lunch, 
reservations requested. There are two 
sittings, Monday through Friday, 11 :45 and 
1 :15. Group tours of the house can be made 
by special arrangement. 
" The Best Cellar," the basement shop 
featuring Steinbeck books, antiques, and 
gift items is open 11-3 Monday through 
Friday. If you would like to give your 
favorite "Steinbeck" recipe a try in your 
own kitchen, a large selection of the recipes 
used for lunch are available for a nominal 
fee in "The Best Celiar." To celebrate the 
tenth anniversary of the Steinbeck House, 
there will a cookbook, featuring many 
recipes used at the Steinbeck House, pub-
lished. So keep your eyes open and reserve 
yourself a copy of the cookbook. 
It would be a shame to be here in Stein-
beck country and pass up the opportunity 
to dine in the home of the hometown boy 




SpeciaJlzlng in residential real estate 
throughout the Monterey Peninsula 
both in locating and marketing your 
property. If you need management 
or are looking for a rental we also 
can assist. Calion the Professiona!s 
today. 
473 Webs.." Street 
Monterey. 649-0102 
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December 9-15 MONTEREY PENINSULA OF ART exhibits 
uNihon Mingi-hin: Traditions and TransI-
tions", folk art of the Japanese People. Cre-
ated by the Japanese People to marry beauty 
and function, are masks, kites, dolls, toys, 
ceramic sculptures, fabric, and wood and 
metal objects. An exhibit to be enjoyed by the 
whole family. 
nas Community Center Theater, 940 North 
Main Street. Performance starts at 8:00 p.m. 









New Year's Day 
Glen Campbell Show to be held at the Sali-
OSWC Executive and Governing Board 
Meeling, Tower Room, Herrmann Hall at 8:00 
p.m. All OSWC members are welcome. 
British Comedy Film Festival, featuring ''The 
Ruling Class," 1972. Starring Peter O'Toole, 
Aiastair Sim and Harry Andrews. Begins at 
8:00 p.m. at the Carmel Sunset Center. Tickets 
may be purchased at the door for $2.00 per 
person. 0 
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MISS BARBARA'S NURSERY SCHOOL 
SlIle lIcIIsIII • Cllete Tr ... SleII 
ISII I " I fill U. Ulf "'I ., l" ~ _SS 
SClIC( • IISI • Air 
Will I_I ru_ Ilcn.c & II1IIIS,* fill TllPS 
5 UYS A 1m r:MONTEREY ~ 375-6738 1:30 UI. TO 1:11 ,.11. 
62 SOLEDAD DR. Close to NPS and Navy Housing 
Casa de Amigos Animal Hotel 
.t'h... "We Specialize in Animal Care" 
• Boarding 
• Bathing & dipping 
• Indoor & outdoor runs 
• Airport pickup and delivery 
373-0482 




II .. .... Of'"' .... H_ If- H_ 
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VISIT OLD 17TH STREET SHOPS 
Shops in Victorian Cottages Pacific Grove between Laurel and Lighthouse 
O1Orles Haas Books 
212 17th 372·6343 
o..rt of Pt,nt Books 
Second Hand Rose 
21617th 372·5069 
Someth'rg Old & Someth'rg 
Wild Goose O1Ose QuI~ Shop 
231 17th 372·9361 
Q."ltsord Fabnc ,no &,ry,yCo~oge 
The Two cA Us Antiques 
230 17th 646-0410 
O:x.nlly Fun,tue. Baskets & k'doon Ms 
Reincarnation 
2M 17th 649-D689 
Antique ClOth'rg & Accessa'es 
Mocoo~ns by Harry CrowfO!d 
220 17th 372-5373 
Leather O~S ord RepairS 
• 
Shopper's Guide 
Shopper's Guide this month has some 
Christmas specials for you to consider. 
Charmak and Chandler offers a fine 
selection of Men's Clothing for Christmas. 
Creme de la Creme has a wonderfu l array 
of holiday delicacies. Don't forget Inter-
state Packaging on Fremont for your mail-
ing needs. Bay Video Center has a special 
oHer on VCR's for Christmas. Finally don't 
torget your Couroc Coupon trom SI O '83 
-it's good until December 30, 1983. 
Oscar Hossenfelder's 
Free Merry-Go-Round Ride 
Karen Reddlx 
Special Colors Coupon 
Children's Bootery 
$1 .00 Coupon for Mil itary 
Connie Derrick 
Gift in your Season 
Realtors 
Helpful advice at 
major military communities 
Bereman Carpets 
Free carpet pad to mil itary 
Broadway Carpets 
Military d iscount 
Monterey Fireside Lodge-West Wind 
Military discount 
Gianni's Pizza 
$1 .00 Coupon to military 




Classmate would like to welcome Software 
Stop, SuperCuts, Peninsula Computer Cen-
ter, Miss Barbara's Nursery School, Creme 
de la Creme, Broadway Carpets, and 
Skinny's as new advertisers. 0 
RACING AGAINST TIME AND 
THE OCEAN, YOU NEED THE WORLD'S 
TOUGHEST CHRONOMETER : ROLEX 
'~' 
ROLEX 
The Rolex GMT-Master, showing exact 
time simu ltaneously in two zones, and 
pressure-proof down to 165 feet. In 
18kt. gold w ith matching Jubilee 
bracelet. Also in stainless steel and gold 
with matching Jubilee bracelet ; and in 
sta inless steel (above) with matching 
bracelet, $900. 
FIN E JEWELRY AND FULL SERVICE...A TRA DITION! 
• DOWNTOWN MONTE REY . 472 ALVARADO • MON.-SAT. 9:30--6 
• 37.)..0.<'11 
• DOWNTOWN SALINAS . :4' MAIN ST. • MON.·SAT. 9-..)O-6 • 414-:94$ 
• CARMEL PlAZA • MON.-SAT. 9:» • • SUN. ll:JO-S • .: ..... 1) 
• THE CROSSROADS • MON.-SAT. ,..JO-• • SUN. tI:JO-S • 61 .. 4166 
• DEL MONTE CENTER • MON.-rRI. 10-9 • SAT. 10-6 • Slr.'rro. U:JO.S • J7')"0419 
• MARINA VILLAGE CENTER • MON._rRI. 10-9 • SAT. 10-6 • SUN_ IlJO.S • lU--OJOO 
• NORTHRIDGE CENTER • MON.-rRI. 10-9 • SAT. 10-6 • sus. IlJO.S:.)O . .. ,.7111 
(~1:',) - . <D • 
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New Kids On The Block Eagle's Eye View 
by NANCY CRANE 
Second Vice President, OSWC 
A daughter, Laura Elizabeth, 6 lb. 7 oz., 
on July 12, 1983 to Nancy and Carl 
Carden. 
A son, Travis Ross, 7 lb. 1 oz., on July 26, 
1983 to Jeanmarie & Mark Woolley. 
A daughter, Katelyn Mary, 6 lb. 10 oz., on 
August 10, 1983 to Robert and Donna 
Petroka. 
A son, Orion Paul Jr., 8 lb. 10 oz., on 
August 19, 1983 to Pat and Orion Keifer. 
A son, Karl Joseph, 7 lb. 3 oz., on Septem-
ber 4,1983 to Betty and Gary Eisenmann. 
Adaughter, Cynthia Marie Jane, 71b. 5 oz., 
on October 18, 1983 to Michael and 
Sharon Storm. 
·1; •• 
If you have a New Kid on Your block, please call Nancy Crane (373-0859) so we can 
announce the birth or adoption here in CLASSMA TE. by ROSEMARIE MANKE 
18 
Dr. Charles R. Linkenbach, D.D.S. 
Eagle's Eye Art Gallery is happy to intro-
duce four new and exciting artists who 
have joined the Military Wives Art Assoc-
iation and are presently showing their 
artistic endeavors at our gallery in the 
basement of Herrmann Hall. Carol Blatt, 
Pam Bonsper. Jan Walker and Susan Wat-
kins have enlivened the walls of the gallery 
with unique and unusual styles. 
General Dentistry 
Capt. Linkenbach was formerly the 
Director of the Naval Postgraduate School Dental Department Featured as Artist of the Month for 
December is Jeanne Ocker whose lovely 
watercolors are very popular with the 
visi tors to Eagle's Eye. 1010 Cass St. Suite C·1 
JINI L. PERSONS 
GRI 
REALTOR ASSOCIATE 
MEMBER Mll.UON DOLLAR 
SALES CLUB 
NAVY WIFE 
372-8011 Gallery hours are 11 :30 to 3:00 weekdays 
and 6:00 to 9:00 Friday evenings. 0 
THE PERFECT ASSIGNMENT 
NORFOLK VIRGINIA BEACH 
LET US HELP YOU MAKE THE MOVE TO OUR 
AREA A PLEASANT ONE. FILL OUT THE A'IT-
ACHED QUESTIONNAIRE TO RECEIVE A RELO-
CATION PACKET WITH MAPS, HOUSING INFO. 
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE, OR CALL 
800-368-3622 
r----------------l 
: NAME I 
I ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE I 
I I 
I ZIP RANK I 
I PREFERRED LOCATION I 
I I 
: PRICE RANGE I ~---------------~ 4480 HOLLAND OFFICE PARK, VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452 (804) 499-5911 
paste your favorite Christmas photograph here 
(JU1r 
Jff{1{)1I7tire1l"re 0/1 Cia 11"/8 imlOl8 
:J'rep8IOlitre 
by ____________________ __ 
Our Christmas Tree 
paste photograph here 
Who decorated it _________ _______ ___ _ 
The Oldest Ornament Is _________________ _ 
Our Tree Is Topped With _ ________________ _ 
Our Christmas Eve Traditions 
What We Left For Santa Claus 
• I 
Our Christmas Feast 
ISp"eiall Family Christmas Day T""";nn.1 Who Was Together On Christmas Day 
".in 7ou,,1. - 'lJ" 
Catlin,! on /I.e . 'J!l.one. 
Or r:f),.oppin,! 'lJ" 
Our Jfapp" Xme -
Our fritmds and fumi/" 
from fur and Xar 
Jl.are /I.e Warm/I. 
Of Cl.ris/mas Cl.et!r'" 
Visitors At Christmas Time 

TeenComer 
by JACKIE BARNETT 
Our big Halloween Party was a great 
success. The costumes were wild! Our 
judges for the Costume Contest had a very 
difficulttime picking out the winners. Every-
one is to be congratulated on theircostume. 
We'd like to thank Mrs. Bettye Jackson 
and Mrs. Cathy Feeney for selecting the 
winners. For Scariest: Adam Rock, Lee 
Darton, and Pat Jones. Cutest (or Strangest) 
Couple: Chad McManus and Craig Pruiett. 
Most Original or unique: Dawn Rhoades, 
and Jackie Barnett. The Apple Eating con -
test was won by Kim Gustafson and Pat 
Barnett. (Pictures taken during that contest 
should be really funny.) The Balloon Dance 
was a pop, bang, smashing event, but Patty 
Mills won it by keeping her partner's 
balloon from being popped. Lots of sore 
feet after that contest Everyone had a good 
time, and we had plenty of food and candy 
for the party. Thanks to everyone who 
showed up to decorate for the party that 
afternoon. The Room really looked great 
that night. 
On October 25th, the Teen Club was 
represented by Rodney Aaron at the 
OSWC Welcome Aboard. Rodney did a 
great job, talking with parents about our 
club. Thanks Rodney. 
A Birthday Party was held at the Teen 
Club to help Jim Orr celebrate his 18th 
birthday. Lots of cake and ice cream was 
provided by Mr. & Mrs. Orr for the occasion. 
2114 Del Monte Ave, 
Monterey, CA 93940 
(408) 372-9510 
Our softball team has really improved, 
due to the hard work of our team members 
and most of all our coaches; Art Rexroth 
and Pat Witt. 
If you are interested in softball, call Mrs. 
Barnettfor more information, or drop by the 
Teen Club. We have an all boys team, (but 
girls are permitted to join), and we have just 
started a beginners girls team, (girls only). 
Call Mrs. Barnettat646-0653, or646-2127. 
The boys team has played several games 
the past two months. and we are winning. 
Our parents beat us by one run, in an early 
game, but we have asked for are-match. 
Lcdr. Jackson's team and the Fire Depart-
ment's team didn't do as well against us. 
They have asked for a re-match . We try to 
play at least one game a week, and some-
times two games. We are playing at NPS 
Sparks Field. Anyone who has a team and 
would like to challenge us ... we're ready. 
Call Mrs. B. Our Team has team Shirts now, 
thanks to Rodney's mother, Mrs. Gary 
Moran. We really appreciate getting the 
shirts. 
The Teen Club will be open special 
hours on holidays during November and 
December. Be sure to check the bulletin 
board for dates and times. 
For December, we are planning a big 
Christmas Dance . . . a real dress up 
affair, so start planning to attend now. 
We need teens to decorate again, and be 
on the planning committee. Call one of 
your Teen Officers, or Mrs. B. if you'd like to 
help. At this Christmas Dance we will vote 
on new Officers forthe January-June 1984 
Term. Also a reminder, c lub dues will be 
due again in January 1984. Have a Merry 
Christmas, and a Happy New Year. 0 
So You Want A Burger? 






ICE CREAM CAKES ..• PIES 




{or all occasions 
Handmade on our premises 
at Dcubletree Inn 
Monterey Birthday parties by reservation 
An Exotic 
DiningAdventure 
- - ~£- -
.. 7:@~ , 
On Old Cannery Row 







and Steak Dinners 
Entertainment 
700 CANNERY ROW 




MAKE-UP: COMPLETING mE PICTURE 
Over the last few months we've looked 
at skin care, and your color personality. 
So, now that you know your color season 
and your skin looks grea~ it's time for a little 
make-up to enhance that 'more beautiful 
you.' 
I do recommend looking through maga-
zines to get ideas about current colors and 
trends in make-up, but face i~ only practice 
will give you your own look, and remember 
that high fashion magazines really exag -
gerate styles. I'm always amused when I 
see a teenager at a bus stop at 1 DAM with 
turquoise eyes that look like they would 
glow in the dark. Like spice, a lot is not 
necessarily better. Another thing to re-
member is if the new 'in' color is not part 
of your palette, pass it by. 
So what colors are right? For make-up 
the rules are the same as with clothes and 
happily, today we are matching our clothes 
and make-up to us, not vice versa. Remem-
ber, you are center stage-not you r clothes. 
Summers and Winters are cool and wear 
pink, rose, plum, and red base in founda-
tions, blush and lipsticks, Springs and Au-
tumns are warm and wear peach, orange, 




• Personal CoCor Anafysis tlir0"9h 
Dmpin9 
• Personci£ Makeup Consultation 
• Seasonal Swatch Pw t 







'Bring this at! for a $5.00 discount 
on rnaqup / s/ijn care purrliase 
witn consultation 
If you aren't sure that your foundation 
is the right color base put a dab on your 
chinline; if it seems to disappear it's okay; 
if it looks like a spot it's either too dark or 
too light, or it's the wrong base. At any rate 
you should change it. Remember, try toget 
natural light for applying your make-up, 
low wattage bulbs will cast a yellow hue 
on anyone. 
Cool tone women will use a pink base, 
warm will use a yellow base. Olive tone (cool) 
women who have no visible pink will use 
a beige tone but still with a pink base. The 
same goes for women with very ruddy 
complexions. A sallow (warm) tone woman 
will look better with a peach tone founda-
tion , while other warm toned women will 
wear ivory and beige tones. 
With any foundation geta color as close 
to your skin tone as possible; this is not the 
way to get a tan, and blend the color only 
to the jawline. Don't forget your eyelids, 
it helps your eyecolor go on more smoothly. 
A foundation is not a cure-all, unlike in the 
magazine makeovers. lf your skin is proper-
ly moisturized, a thin application is all you 
need. Blemishes should be touched up 
with a cover-up. 
I get a lot of questions about contouring, 
but it is too big an area for this article. There 
are books on the subject. Suffice it to say, 
contouring with foundation is nice if you 
have the time and talent, but not really 
necessary. Contouring with blush is easier 
and quicker. 
Now about blush, creme or powder or 
both? I like toapply a creme blush between 
foundation and pressed powder and then 
powder blush on top. It gives the cheeks 
more depth and vibrancy, and the color 
stays on longer. Dot on the creme blush 
as shown in drawing #1, and then lightly 
blend it with a fingertip, and brush on the 
powder blush as in drawing #2. A footnote, 
if you wear glasses, avoid applying blush 
where the frames touch your face. Picture 
#3 shows other places where blush can be 
applied for contouring. 
Knit 
Yarn - Crochet Hooks - Needles - Patterns 
Luxurious Yarns at Low Prices 
Phone 372-7100 
50 Bonifacio Plaza 
Behind the Ma ry Peach Ruta llrant on AI ... . rado St. 
DEBBIE ARNOLD 
TANA LANSFORD 
To help keep you straight, this is the order 
of thi ngs: moisturizer, foundation, creme 
blush, pressed or loose power, powder 
blush. Then eyes and lips. Once it becomes 
a routine, applying your make-up shouldn't 
take more than ten minutes. 
Now for the eyes. Summers and Winters 
wear grey and greyed blues and greens, 
blue-green, silver, and pinks. You need to 
pick the right tones depending on your own 
coloring and eye color. But, even if your 
eyes are brown, Summer/Winter, you 
should still stay away from brown eye 
color, it detracts where grey and blue really 
enhance your brown eyes. 
Autumns and Springs wear browns, ivory. 
aqua. olive green, apricot. turquoise, and 
gold. Once again, these are guides. 
Eyeliners are great for making eyes look 
bigger, if you use the soft pencils and 
smudgy crayon liners. Liquid fineliners 
on the other hand tend to give the opposite 
effect on many eyes, especially when the 
"it pieeolo" 
Cafe Ristorante 
FINE ITALIAN FOOD 
• Domestic & Imported Wines 
• Old AlItJlenUc Family Recipe.o;; from Northenl Italy 
• Intimate AtJnosphere • DitU1er 5 pm· 1 0 pm Closed ~Iondays 
• Families We lcome • We Cater to Portico;; 
235 REINDOLLAR AVE, MARINA, CA 93933 (408) 384-5242 
The haircut 
you want 




AJ. ~ weve been has helped make us America's 
trained tl aA hair parJEd,' So most popUar hlwo.JletS. 
ro matI8' hJW )OJ like )OJ' hal' w.:tl r:rty goes 10 p/Oo'e !hal 
cu. )'OUi8 gong 10 gEl( 1t1e oJ: wtwI you grve people ecactIy 
)OJ like. Ewry tnle oM1aI by WIR. h!y ~ keep 
We ~ .. or)OJ' CUJWlQ bado: tor ~ 
JUpc.cUtr. 
We're changing the way America cuts Rs hair. 
MONTEREY 
488 Alvarado St. 375-2887 
Hours: Mon,-Fri. 9-9 Sat. 9·7 Sun, 10-5 
''''--__ ..,_OI_eool 
entire eye is outlined. The Cleopatra look 
is OUT. Eyeshadows and eyeliners can be 
used separately or together for extra em-
phasis, compare the eyes in illustration #4. 
Note that the line on the lower lid starts 
directly under the pupil of the eye. 
For mascara, usually stick with natural 
colors, light browns through black depend-
ing on your natural lash and brow color. 
Apply the mascara to the top of your upper 
lashes and then brush up from underneath. 
Don't forget the lower lashes, the eyes are 
like a frame, not complete without the lower 
border. Tilt your head down and look for-
ward to your mirror, then use the tip of the 
mascara wand to appy the color, unlike 
stroking the upper lashes. Don't pump your 
mascara wand to get more color on it, that 
packs the color in the bottom of the tube, 
instead, twist the wand for an even cover-
age. 
Continued on page 38. 
~~ 
Wrap your Holiday Gift in Livinl CoICH! 
Gille tlrat "Special Someone" 
a lift tlrat lasts f€Hevn-, 
Personalized Color Consultation 
Providing 
• Professional Color Analysis 
• Seasonal Fabric Swatch Packet 
• Wardrobe Planning Booklet 
• M ake-up Demonstrat ion 
by 
Connie Derrick 
IndefHndent Color Consultant 
392-B Rickells Rd., Monterey 
By Appointment 375-9793 
Gift Certificates Available 
Call about a free gift in your season 




"Chestnuts roasting on an open fire, 
Jack Frost nipping at your nose-tiny 
tots with their eyes all aglow will find it 
hard to sleep tonight ... " I've heard a 
Christmas song similar to this-the differ-
ence is that at my house the words are true 
all year long. 
Strange goings-on at the Holliday 
House. Unfortunately, the chicken was 
simmering in the pot all day (I forgot it 
wasn 't in the CROCK-po!!) and it ended 
up an unrecognizable fried mass of meat 
and bones. The chestnuts I'd been sauteing 
(tor the turkey the next day) suddenly 
caught tire when the clogged holes in the 
burner ring caused yellow flames to shoot 
abnormally high. The windows were flung 
wide open, despite the low temperature 
outside. As for the kids finding it hard to 
sleep ... well ... you can imagine the 
sort of impromptu meal I came up with and 
how well it was received. 
There is much testimony floating around 
about my culinary skills, but none is quite 
as long-lasting, or subtly eloquent as my 
three-ring binder Better Homes and Gar-
dens Cookbook-it has not only the metal 
rings to hold the pages in, but three 
burner rings emblazoned permanently on 
the binding. 
But my disasters have the advantage of 
being out-of-the-ordinary. Imagine, if you 
26 
VIVIENNE A. MURRAY 
(804) 467-7695 
CALL TOLL FREE 










will, the expression on your guest's face 
when you attempt to dish up crust-less 
pizza. How about setting a mouth-watering 
roast down at the elaborately set table, 
only to realize you've prepared no accom-
panying courses? And there's no better 
way to find out about your new husband's 
sense of humor than to present him with a 
beautifully prepared chicken breast with 
the stub of a wing protruding from its 
side. Homemade bread that breaks a hole 
in the garbage container? (At least I knew 
what to do with it!) 
Of course the list is virtually endless, 
and we have certainly had some under-
standing guests. After the fiasco of the 
one-course roas~ I painstakingly prepared 
a three-course meal-unfortunately all veg-
etables. Those guests never returned. But 
relatives are more persistent My San Fran-
ciscan uncle visited us from out-af-state 
twice and had dinnerat our home. But since 
we moved to California five years ago the 
opportunity to make dinner for him hasn't 
come up. 
I do receive compliments on my pie-
crusts-they're found in the refrigerator 
case at the commissary. My new neighbors 




We're the Neighborhood 
PlofessIonals.:' 
MARGARET A. CODY 
(804) 467-6867 
by Cathy Holliday 
brownies; lillie do they know those "brown-
ies" were a chocolate cake. My other new 
neighbor received batter for bran muffins 
(I couldn't think of a way to hide my trail 
on bakedflatbran muffins). Butlhen again, 
I guess giving a container of bailer pretty 
well pegged me. 
I've had ten years of marriage to sharpen 
my skills, and Guy will tell you I've improved 
dramatically. But the kitchen tool I really 
need to make things go isa little too costly 
for our budget right now ... a full-time 
cook. 0 
(AUTHOR'S NOTE-Guy read this and 
says you'll never believe it-if you need 






4336 Virginia Beach Blvd . 







The 1983-84 school year is now well 
under way and we've had a terrific begin-
ning! Shortly after the year began, we were 
able to add two new teachers to our staff 
because our enrollment was much higher 
than expected. In conjunction with the 
P.T.A. and many, many parent volunteers, 
we have successfully completed our P.T.A. 
membership drive, the "Fall Festival" and 
a family photography fund raising event. 
Parent conferences took place at the be-
ginning of November and many more 
activities are planned for the coming 
months. 
One olthe most important school-related 
events which takes place at this time of 
year is the testing of minimum proficiencies 
at most grade levels. The Monterey Penin-
sula Unified School District maintains a 
strict policy regarding the promotion and 
retention of students from grade level to 
grade level. Each student must pass mini-
mum proficiency tests in reading, writing 
and math before he / she can be promoted 
to the next higher grade. The tests are 
given at frequent intervals during the year; 
parents are notified if a child has not passed 
all of the minimum proficiencies prior to 
the end of January. If a child has not passed 
the tests by the end of January, a confer-
ence is held with the child's parents and 
teacher; a written plan is established at 
this conference which specifies the stu-
dent's deficiencies, as well as specific 
commitments from the parents, teacher 
and student to help in eliminating the 
deficiencies. If, by the end of the school 
year, the student has not been able to 
achieve the minimum proficiencies in all 
three academic areas, he/she will be re-
tained in his/her present grade for the 
folowing school year. 
As the holiday season approaches, the 
staff of La Mesa School would like to ex-
press to all of our families our best wishes. 
It is our hope thatthe holidays will be filled 
with happiness for everyone. We look for-
ward to returning to school on January 9 
for a successful new yearl 0 
Continued on page 28. 
Rodger Smith 
Principal 
1126 DEL MONTE AVENUE • MONTEREY CA. 93940 • (408)373·2400 
AMERICAN TIN CANNERY • PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950 • (408)372·5323 
d¢~~~ESTAURANT 
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CASA FUENTE BLDG . 




- CHILI RELLENOS 
- ENCHI LADAS 
- WINES & BEER 
OPEN DAILY 
EXCEPT TUESDAY 
FRI-SAT 11 AM-10 PM 
SUN-THURS 11 AM-9 PM 
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INVESTMENT DIAMONDS 
CUSTOM DESIGN & REDESIGN 
REPAIR (WHILE YOU WAIT ON MAJOR STONES ONLY) 
WATCH REPAIR EAR PIERCING 
INSURANCE APPRAISALS (WHILE YOU WAIT WITH APPT.) 
ESTATE BUYING ENGRAVING 
PEARL STRINGING 
TRADE OR BUY SCRAP GOLD OR SILVER 
DESIGN & REDESIGN 
GOLDSMITH 
H. J. ZADEH 
646-1922 




from La Mesa School 
La Mesa School 
As the weather turns cool and winter 
arrives I am not so sure we will enjoy snow 
without going to Tahoe but I'm sure we will 
enjoy this poem. 
Winter 
by Patti Osborne 
Winter is ice and rain and snow that falls 
on my window pane. Winter is a Snow-
man's birth and smell of fresh snow 
that falls on the earth. Winter is sitting 
in front of a warm fire, and watching 
the snow pile higher and higher. Winter 
is having snowball fights, and cuddling 
up on cold winter nights. 
Oscar Hossenfellder's 
Salinas 






Largest Full Line 
Childrens Specialty Store 
on the Central Coast 
***** 
We're Proud of Our Prices, 
Selection II' Service. 
We invite Your Comparison. 
***.* 
THE GREATEST 
CHILDREN STORE IN'TOWNI 
'We deliver everything 
but the baby. " 
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IIIF' PJ:STAtrnAlT • MEMT-GO-ROtrlD • ICE CREAM .,. 
Available for special parties of all kinds (up to 5000 or as small as 
you like) . Special arrangements are made for all age groups. For 
example a kiddies party for pre-schoolers includes a kiddie sun-
dae, party hat, soft drink, funmaker and a ride on the authentic 
1905 merry-go-round for $3.15 each. For adults there's Capone's 
Roaring 20's party including cocktails, dinner, entertainment, ice 
cream orgy, merry-go-round rides and surprises. 
,.. fry Dscar JlDSIII!Ilfeb"s FaIIIkJus FDnnula Ice Cream, ,. 
Gold Medal Winner, California State Fair 1979-1980-1981 
Gdgewaier Packing 80mpany 
-- ------
640 WAVE STREET . ON CANNERY ROW, NEXT TO THE WAREHOUSE 649-1899 
• 
I sure will be glad when the war between 
the god Perseus and the scorpions is over 
so the sun will shine again! 
New Rules On Cbampus 
Near Military Hospitals 
The Big God-Made Storm 
by B. J. Hancock 
A few years ago in Chicago a lark about 
my age named Bobby was at a baseball 
game. It was the fifth inning and his team 
had the bases loaded with two outs. Bobby 
held his magic medallion for good luck. 
His medallion glowed red with its magic. 
His batting record was fair, he could usually 
hit a thirty mile per hour fastball. He was 
thinking about his batting average when he 
was swept way backwards until he hit the 
candy stand wall. All of a sudden a bad 
storm had started. Bobby hid in the candy 
stand for shelter. He suddenly noticed his 
medallion was glowing red again. Suddenly 
the medallion talked. It said almost in a 
whisper, "Bobby, there is a message for 
you. It is from the god Perseus." Perseus 
was a personal friend of Bobby's who 
notified Bobby of everything he did and 
was forgiving. Another voice came from 
the medallion, "Bobby I am sorry about the 
storm but the scorpions have started fight-
ing me again, the slice of my sword is 
making lightning, their tears are raindrops 
and them falling to the ground dead makes 
thunder." Just then Bobby saw Perseus 
chop off the gorgon's head, then Perseus 
paused, "It is over." 
Slowly the raindrops (tears) disappeared 
and the sun shone again. 0 
[,--------,J 
San Carlos at Seventh 
P.O. Box 5788 
Carmel, CA 93921 
408/624-2930 
Does your home zip code fall within a 
military hospital's health care zone? If so, 
be aware of some new rules on "nonavail-
ability statements". 
As has always been the case, when the 
military hospital can't provide the medical 
care that's needed, military families must 
get a nonavailability statement before using 
civilian hospitals for non-emergency in-
patient care under CHAMPUS. But now: 
• You must be admitted to the civilian 
hospital within 30 days after the nonavail-
ability statement was issued. Otherwise, 
you have to get another one. 
• After you're released from a civilian 
hospital, your nona vail ability statement is 
good for the same medical condition for 15 
more days. If you have to be readmitted 
to the hospital after 15 days, you need to get 
another nonavailability statement There 
are no exceptions to this rule. So for a 
chronic condition that requires repeated 
hospital admissions, you must get a non-
availability statement each time. 
• Nonavailability statements are no long-
er issued automatically when the mother 
lives on the border olthe military hospital's 
health zone. 
• Nonavailability statements for maternity 
care will be good from the time that the 
mother starts prenatal care until six weeks 
after delivery. If the newborn stays in the 
hospital after the mother is released, a 
separate nonavailability statement is not 
Orders to Monterey! 
RENTALS 
Short and Long Term 
Furnished and Unfurnished Homes 
JOHN C. TROTTER 
Broker Associate 
••••••••••••••••••••••• ,., l- ,.,. "' F,.m $18.95 i< *' _ atne.f1can~J UNLIMITED MILES iC 
*' ~ auto renUU iC *' &SALESCOMPANY. INC Monday thru Sunday iC 
*' 801 AIRPORT RD., MONTEREY CALL 649-1611 iC *' 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 ~Rm ., Sat . till noon For Details iC 
*' MONTEREY AIRPORT TERMINAL LOWEST POSSIBLE iC *' " 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. ~ RATES IN TOWN ~ 
RATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE ~ 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
needed, unless the stay is longer than 15 
days. A separate nonavailability statement 
is not needed if the newborn is in an inten-
sive care unil 
You still do not need nonavailability 
statements for: 
• Outpatient care (including that which 
you get in a civilian hospital) except in the 
three sites where the services are testing 
the use of nonavailability statements for 
outpatient care (Fort Ord and, Vandenberg 
AFB, Calif. and NARMC Pensacola, Fla). 
• True medical emergencies 
• Any type of care when you have other 
health insurance that pays 75 percent or 
more olthe bills that CHAMPUS would have 
covered. (Check with the Health Benefits 
Advisor on this because it can get compli-
cated!) 
• Residential treatment centers, skilled 
nursing facilities or college infirmaries. 
Other rules on nonavailability statements 
still apply. Military hospitals can issue 
nonavailability statements after you've got-
ten care only IF they could not have 
provided the care you needed at the time 
you received care at a civilian hospital. 
You can use the nonavailability statement 
only for the type of medical care indicated 
on the form itself. 
For more information, call your Health 
Benefits Advisor at the nearest military 
hospital. (Silas B. Hays Army Community 





PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR 
ALL IMPORTED CARS 
New· Rebuilt· Onglnal ·Competltlon 
Your Local Beck Arnley 
Foreign Car Parts Center 
DISCOUNTS TO MILITARY & STUDENTS 
REMANUFACTURED VW ENGINES 
EXCHANGE 
Short Blocks & Complete Engines 
For All Imported Cars 
(! .. .,. 8:30-5:30 WEEKDAYS , ) 9 TO 4 P.M. SATURDAYS 
1II1..t."I. 
... ~',=~ 600 E. Franklin 
(at Cortez) Monterey 
Machine Shop Service A •• llable 
373-nS1 
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Focus Of The Month: 
A Dickens of a Chrisbnas 
by JEANNINE COTNER 
Do you have Christmas cards sitting in 
piles around your house and never know 
what to do with them? Do your children sit 
around the house on cold, dreary days and 
never know what to do? Well , this will solve 
both of your problems, only temporarily, 
though, as far as the children are con-
cerned. 
SUPPLIES NEEDED: 
Red or green construction paper 
Scotch tape 
1 small skein red or green yarn (rolled into 
ball) 
1 oatmeal carton or Dreyer'. hall gallon 
ice cream cation 
1 red and 1 green chenille strip 
Christmas Decoration (small ornament) 
30 
Christmas Cardholder 
Shown above are two views of the finisher craft project. The one on the left 
with cards in place; the one on the right ready for your holiday greetings. 
141 Webster w 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
For Very Wide Feet We Stock to EEE 
For Very Narrow Feet We Stock to AAA 




With This Ad 
51.00 all 10 Military on lsi pair 
of leather shoes for children 









Daily 9-6 p.m. 
Sat. & Sun. 9-5 p.m. 
QUALITY NEW & USED 
BICYCLES BICYCLES FOR 
ALL AGE GROUPS EXPERIENCED 
REPAIR SHOP~ 
~Austor-oaimler Mongoose Ross KHS ~€\NH£ElItG CYCl.€:S Puch 
SAFETY & SERVICE FIRST 
188 WEBSTER ST., MONTEREY 373-3855 
• 
First, decide what color (red or green) 
your cardholder will be. Take the carton 
and cut out the bottom. Discard the bottom. 
Tape construction paper around the carton, 
covering the lettering. 
Next, take the ball of yarn and wrap the 
yarn down the side of the carton and 
through the middle. Tie the yarn end inside 
so that it is tighlly wrapped around the 
carton. Continue wrapping the yarn down 
the sides of the carton by going through 
the middle. Keep the strands tight and 
close to each other along the outside of the 
carton. When the entire outside is wrapped, 
cut the yarn and tie inside the carton. 
Intertwine the red and green chenille 
strips. Now, punch two holes, (ask a parent 
to help), one on either side of the carton 
about'h inch below the top rim of the car-
ton. Slip one end of chenille strip through 
the hole until about 1 inch of strip is inside 
carton. Bend the strip back and twist to-
gether, so it won't slip out of the hole. Do 
the same to the hole on the opposite side. 
Curve the strip into a handle and attach a 
small Christmas decoration to the center 
of the chenille strip. 
You now have a Christmas card holder. 
Slip the cards along their fold, behind the 
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Sales Club WILLIAM E, WOODS & ASSOCIATES SIX OFFICES TO 
SERVE YOU. Na.y Wife 5308 Indian Ri.e, Road - Vi'ginia Beach, VA 23464 - 804-424-5360 
CLIP & MAIL TODAY 
William E. Wood & Associates 
5308 Indian River Road 
Virginia Beach, VA 23464 
ATTN: B. Adams/I. Frenck 
PLEASE SEND US YOUR RELOCATION PACKAGE 
Nam' __________________________________________ __ 
St"et __________________________________________ _ 
City, State, Zip ____________________________________ _ 
Phon, ____________ _ ___ _ _ __ ___ 
Exp,ct,d Oat' of Mo., 
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The Battle of the Chrisbnas Blues 
by MARTHA E. GORRIS 
It's December 26th. Christmas is over. 
The house is quiet-the kids are outside 
showing off their new toys, your husband 
is working on his thesis, and the company 
is gone. The tree is starting to droop, scraps 
of wrapping paper are everywhere, and a 
pile of boxes needs to be folded up. Your 
energy seems to have evaporated like 
water off a hot skille~ and you're feeling let 
down and blue. 
Christmas has been the focal pOint of all 
our activity for the last month and a half. 
We have been consumed by the task of 
preparing for il Now that the objective of 
a happy holiday has been reached, we 
experienced exhilaration, then depression. 
To avoid this emotional depletion, we need 
to set personal goals that reach beyond 
the holidays. 
Think of illn mid-November you started 
sewing angel costumes for the children 's 
musical, in addition to weeks of practice. 
A long skirt had to be made for the adult 
choir contata, and cookies baked for the 
party afterwards. You can'tforgetthe shop-
ping-a brain wracking job for those rela-
tives in the east you haven't seen in two 
years. Gift wrapping and the morning-long 
trip to UPS to ship packages before the 
deadline. Creating special gifts for friends 
MONTERfY (408) 6494666 
and loved ones requires reflection, plan-
ning and more shopping. And of course, 
Christmas cards-the only time you hear 
from old shipmates and friends, so a per-
sonal note on each is a must. There was 
the cookie exchange party to bake for, and 
the children's classroom parties to help 
with. There were mouth-watering new 
recipes to try. along with unusual ingre-
dients you just happened to forget at the 
commissary. Caroling and visiting friends 
are a part of the festivities you wouldn 't 
miss. 
You've focused on Christmas and all of 
its meaningful preparation to the point that 
it becomes an all consuming objective 
without even realizing it We can devote 
as much as two months of every year 
immersed in holiday preparation, so is it 
any wonder we are left feeling high and dry 
when it's all over? There is nothing wrong 
with holiday preparations in themselves. 
The problem is we have set no other goals 
for ourselves after the big day is reached. 
DONALD S . ALBRIGHT, JR. 
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Telephone 375-0116 




30 Dormody Court 
Monterey, California 93940 
In The Pursuit of Excellence by Ted 
Engstrom, he relates the story of John 
Naber, the Olympic athlete who won five 
gold medals in 1976.John led the victorious 
American contingent around the Olympic 
track following the games, triumphantly 
waving a little American flag. John indi-
cated that following the euphoria of the 
victories and the adulation he received 
upon returning home, and after all of the 
press interviews, he went into deep depres-
sion. He knew this wasn't what he ought 
to feel, and he couldn 't figure out what 
happened after he had achieved the goals 
toward which he had worked so hard and 
so long. He then realized that he did not have 
atthattimeany other goals beyond winning 
the Olympic events. 
In the same book, Psychiatrist Dr. Ari 
Kiev of Cornell University says, "Always 
have the next goals in the back of your 
mind, since the most satisfaction comes 
from pursuing a goal, not simply from 
achieving it." In applying these remarks to 
the holiday season, we too need to set 
some objectives above and beyond the 
festive celebrations. So why not select a 
January goal, and start now to reach it-
even if for only a few moments every day. 
Be assertive! Take some positive action 












Continued from page 13. have enough knowledge of the agent to put 
him, or rather, them, out of business. If the 
A week later, just aHer the hospital re- agents had found out I was alive, they would 
leased him, they were sitting by the fire at have had to come back and kill me forreal 
home, sipping their hot buttered rum. Karen to prevent me from talking. Not only so they 
shook her head-"I can't believe they let could make their theft, but so that my prob-
me think you were dead all that time. And, lem-solving method would remain a secre~ 
all thewhileyou were in acoma. It's a good known only to the Soviets." 
thing you came out of it in time to help the Karen thought of the terrible feelings 
authorities realize that those agents weren't she had lived through while she thought he 
your parents." was dead. "Do you know I actually sus-
Dave smiled into his mug-"Actually, pected Bill?" she said. "He flew out from 
when that character playing my father Boston, ended up spending his entire con-
showed up at the computer center that vention time helping me, and I thought he 
nigh~ he had me fooled. Bu~ then he started was an agent, until he confessed to having 
wanting information about my projec~ infor- been in the study looking for clues about 
mation I knew I shouldn't give him. And he your early demise. You know, he told me 
had no reason for wanting or needing it I that substance they injected you with was 
knew my dad would never do that, so I meant to cause heart failure? They were 
tripped him up verbally. AHer that I got up trying to kill you and make your death look 
to go, and the next thing I knew I had a like it was from natural causes." 
needle in my arm. Trying to get out to you Dave put his arm around her. "Steve 
was so hard" ... his voice broke.-"That's Baker explained a lot of things to me when 
the last thing I remember until I came to. I was recuperating in the hospital. Appar-
And, of course, they had to pretend I was enlly, the woman flew back to my parents' 
dead because for all th~e~y~kn~e;,;w~,~I~m;;.;;.:ig:;.h~t_~h,;;o,;;us;;;e;,;t;,;o~t;;;a;,;ke;;.;;th.;;e;.:m. hostage, but they had 
S9FTWARE ST9P 
Your One Stop Software Savings Place 
SOFTWARE FOR: 
Apple. IBM. Atarl. Commodore 64. Timex. Tl99. VIC-20. TRS-80 
Browse through hundreds 01 programs for 
Home. Business. Education and Recreation 
ALWAYSUPTO 
20 % DISCOUNT 
184 E. LAUREL DR., SALINAS 
758·5530 
We invjl:e You l:oworship wil:h Us! 
Sunday 8a.m. and lOa.m. Holy Eucharisl: Nursery and Church School lOa.m. 
~ 
st, James' Epjscopa] Church 
Franklin and Hi8h Sheets, Monterey 
ST. TIMOTHY LUTHERAN CHURCH 
Rev. Bruce Riley, Pastor 
375-2042 CH. Res. 646-9838 
.r ·-. ~ 
, " 
vvorship 10:30 a.m . • S. a.m. • i Care Provided 
52 Soledad Dr . • Monterey. 1'h Blocks West of Munras 
left on the spur of the moment for a cruise 
to Mexico. So she called you from their 
phone to say she'd heard about my death 
and gave you details of their arrival. Then 
she flew oul here and rented a car at the 
airport to avoid suspicion, picked up the 
other agen~ and came to the house. The 
next morning, just as I was coming out of 
the coma, the two of them were arrested 
trying to use the fake security code they 
got from my study." 
Confinued on nexl page. 
1030 HILBY AVENUE 
SEASIDE 
,AssN;"l, P4Slor. :Dr. <:0. if, Ijru/ 
SUNDAY $CH£OUl( 
IlIU STUOl .30 AM 
MallHIN& WOIISHII' 11 AM £VOO/II6 WOItSItIf' 1 I'M 
WEDft[SO'" HIGHT AtTMTlU IlSIHS AT ~ 30 I'M 
NURSERY AVAILABLE All SERVICES 
FOR INFORMATION CAU, 
. , 
~V't)bum (tJo~ 
~ , .~ " 1- . 
••• b & <lilt. . 
KINGDOM COME 
26386 Carmel k .. ncho Ulne, C .. rmel 
Phone 624-1290 
9:30105:30 Mon. Ihru Sal. 
•• .... pproachflll( the Barnyard" 
COfl velllefll Parl(llll( af 2 £nrrances 
A Christian Shop with .ill non-
denominational theme! Bibles, Gifts, 
Books, Cardsand Notes for all occasions. 
Also a fine collection of contemporary 
jewelry by 'ames Avery Craftsman, Inc. 
Preview Records and Cassettes in our 
listening cenler. 
visit our "Children's and Youth Corner" 
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: 1830 4-Poster "Cannonball' dbL bed .: 
"Walnut , good condo Mattress, dust : 
: ruffles, bedspread incL $700. 373-8743 .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
: Services Offered ~ 
.. .. 
: Geranium, The Clown - Children 's : 
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Continued from previous page. 
Karen put down her drink and took hold 
of his hand. "All those tests Bill took me in 
for-one of them showed traces of chloral 
hydrate in my system. The agent posing as 
your father gave it to me in the hot cocoa 
he so solicitously brought me. I slept like 
a rock while he uncovered the fake code 
and wiped away all the finger prints." She 
turned to face Dave and looked deeply into 
his grey-green eyes. 'Can your system stand 
another shock?" 
"That all depends on what it is." 
"One of the other lab test results was 
positive. We're going to have a baby. Do 
you think Bill would forgive my suspicions 
if we asked him to be the godfather?" 
He looked at her with wonder, and it 
became obvious that his system could 
stand anything. 0 
THE END 
X 
The aulhor of The Algorithm Method I. a regular 
alaU member 01 CLASSMATE and the wife 01 an 
NPS .tudent In the NSAllntelllgence Curriculum. 
Her Identlty I. a my.tery that you mu.t deduce. 
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" AN ADVENTURE 
IN INFORMAL 
DINING" 
CAl l AHEAD 
649-1500 
WE'll HAVE IT READY! 
$1.00 OFF WITH THIS AD 
ON ANY LARGE PIZZA 
725 LIGHTHOUSE AVE, 
MONTEREY 
RCA SELECTAVISION 




VJT-250, RCA'S BEST SELLING MODEL 
• 8 Hour VHS recorder • Free movie club with 
• 10 days in advance • 12 Free movies! 
• Visual search (SlP Mode) 
BAY VIDEO CENTER 
MONTEREY 375-5547 • CARMEL 624-5776 • SALfNAS 758- 8555 
NORTH SALINAS 443-6646 • WATSONVILLE 722-3155 
CAPITOLA 47&-0991 • FELTON 335-3481 • HALF MOON BAY 72&-9452 
Continued from page 12. MASHED POTATOES WITH 
GRATED ONION 
MOVING? 
NO COST REFERRAL 
CENTURY 21 has over 7,000 
offices to assist you in your next 
move. Why not call today to obtain 
details on homes throughout the 
nation? 
4 medium polaloes 
Cold water 
1 tbop. finely grated onion 
Salt, to taste 
2tblp.butter 
Milk, lour cream, or yogurt 
ARNDT ASSOCIATES,INC. 
Scrub potatoes thoroughly. Peel if de· 
sired. (II using a thin-skinned potato, such 
as the "new" variety, peeling is unneces-
sary). Quarter potatoes and cover with 
cold water. This can be done as early as 
the night before serving. Boil til tender. 
Drain. Mash potatoes, using a potato 
masher or electric mixer. Add butter, sal~ 
and onions. Mix well. Add milk (or sour 550 Camino EI Estero Monterey, CA 93940 
408-373-4477 
Sam McLeod Tom Fleming 
cream. or yogurt) a little at a time until 
you reach your preferred consistency. 
Serve with beef gravy. 
Continued on next page. 
8SS BROADWAY, SEASIDE. 394-6301 
It PAYS 
to visit a 
family store 
YOU CAN 
have solid wood 
and save $ 
Specializing in oak and other hardwoods. 




3 Monthly Pa yments Same As Cash To All NPGS Students 
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Continued 'rom previous page. 
Prepare your vegetables the day ahead; 
refrigerate clean. cut vegetables in plastic 
bags in crisper compartmenl Come Christ-
mas Day. simply pop them into the micro-
wave (bless modern technology!) or steam. 
Hollandaise sauce is wonderful for many 
vegetables; I suggest brussel sprouts and 
carrots for their color contrast and avail-
ability at this time of year. The sauce 
whips up in minutes; you do need a blender 
for this simple version. 
HOLLANDAISE SAUCE 
21.rge eggs 
1 stick (I'> cup) butler 
2 Ibsps. fresh lemon juice 
Dash tabasco sauce 
Put all ingredients except butler into 
blender container. Mix on high speed. Mell 
butter Iii sizzling. but nol brown. With 
blender running. pour butter in at a steady 
stream. Serve sauce immediately over 
vegetables. 





DO·IT·YOURSELF ELECTRONIC HEADQUARTERS 
SAVINGS ON ALL ELECTRONIC NEEDS 
1193·10TH STREET 375-3144 
HAPPY SMILES 
AND HOLIDAY WISHES 
from 
Drs. Lackey and Poole 
and Staff 
We are available for emergency 
dental care 24 hours-7 days a week 
-Holidays too! 
*
. The Monarch Smile Center 
.' •... '. 675 Pine Ave .• Pacific Grove 
.... Telephone- 649-1057 
A full range of other dental services are available 
from the Monarch Dental Group. 
• 
SENDING A PACKAGE? 
We'll Arrange Shipping For Your Package By: 
• United Parcel Service 
• Federal Express 
• Air & Motor Freight Interstate 
Packaging Let Us Take Care of Your Problems! 
• Custom Packaging & Supplies 
• Photocopying 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 10-3 
2228 Fremont, Monterey 649-0733 
"JUST FOR YOU" 
• Tailoring Alterations. Custom Sewing 
• Sewing Classes. COlor Consulting 
661'12 Lighthouse Ave. 
Pacific Grove, CA 
(408) 646-1297 
529 Lighthouse Ave. 
Monterey, CA 
(408) 375-4699 
Continued from previous page. 
The following dessert has delighted 
many a sweet tooth in my family; there 
is somehow always room for it. no matter 
how much food was consumed before. 
CRANBERRY CAKE 
4 eggs, separated 
1 cup sugar 
'h cup water 
1 cup flour 
1 tIp. baking powder 
'II tsp. salt 
1 cup chopped walnuts 
1 cup chopped dat" 
Grated rind of one orange 
Cranberry topping (lee below) 
Whipped cream 
Beat egg yolks and sugar. Add water. 
Mix flour. baking powder, sal~ nuts, dates, 
and orange rind. Add to yolk mixture. Beat 
egg whites until stiff and fold into batter. 
Pour batter into greased 9x13 inch rec-
tangular cake pan. Bake in preheated 350" 
oven for about 40 minutes, or until done. 
Top with cranberry topping and whipped 
cream. 
CRANBERRY TOPPING 
4 cups cranberries 
2 cups water 
1'h cups sugar 
2 tblp. cornstarch 
Grated rind of one orange 
Boil sugar and water 5 minutes. Add 
berries and orange rind. Add cornstarch 
which has been mixed with 2 tbsp. water, 
and cook til thickened. Spread on cooled 
cake and top this with whipped cream. 
May your Christmas dinner be just a 
small part of a holiday filled with tradition, 
friendship, and lasting memories. 0 
WASHINGTON DC BOUND? 
To assist you with your move our comprehensive Relocation Package 
contains the follOwing information, plus much more; 
• New ~ Resale Homes • Schools • Public Transportation 
• Flnandng • Moving KIt • Recreadon ~ Sports 
(VA, FHA, CONV, ~ VHA) • Rentals • Local ~ State Maps 
For your free copy, please call collect (703) 569-9883 and ask for 
Adrienne Dlffenbaucher in the relocation dept. or mail the coupon below to: 
~'~ CORYW a. TUCKER REAlTY INC. \(1. Dept. M NAME __________ TIL NO. ____ _ 5803 Rolling Rd., Suite 215 Springfield, VA 22152 ADDRBS __________________ _ CITY _________ STATE ZIP __ _ 
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Continued from page 25. 
The problems of prominent or deep-set 
eyes are once again individual cases, best 
experimented with, but as a rule dark colors 
recede and light colors come forward, so 
the old adage of dark color near the upper 
lashes and light color above that is only 
relative. By the way, unless you're going 
onto the stage, no one colors their entire 
lid to eyebrow anymore, especially with 
the heavier brows popular today, it's just 
too overpowering. A subtle accent is to-
day's look. 
Now for the lips. The color rules are the 
same, red tones for Summer / Winters and 
orange tones for Autumns/Springs. How-
ever, this is one area where you get a lot 
of leeway depending on age, coloring and 
for once, what you are wearing. Actually, 
one can wear the same make· up colors 
every day now that you know your season 
and are wearing the right clothes, but it's 
nieete have a selection to cover your whole 
wardrobe. Summers would wear softer, 
more muted reds than Winters, and Au-
tumns would wear rich yet muted tones, 
from brick red to browns while Springs 
wear clear and bright tones, coral, warm 
pink, peach. Lipl iners are nice in that you 
can define your lip shape, correct imper-
fections and help prevent color bleeding. 
Two colors, liner and fill-in color are fine, 
but don't make the contrast too great; it 
doesn't look natural. To make large lips 
appear smaller outline with the lighter color 
and fill in with the darker, reverse for thin 
lips, and always remember the corners; 
avoid the Clara Bow look. 
At this po in~ unless you need to fill in 
your eyebrows or want to accent a feature 
with a highlighter, you are done. I hope 
you like the effect With a little practice this 
'more beautiful you' will be a natural part 
of your routine. 
A couple of other pOinters. I've talked 
before about cleanliness, with your foun-
dation-no fingers please, get a small 
spatula or use a clean spoon handle, you'll 
also save product With your pressed pow-
der, if you keep the puff, turn it over in the 
compact so that oils and soil from your 
face won't soak into the powder. I carry 
cotton balls in a baggy and throw them 
away after one use. The same goes for 
blushers. Applicators, including sable 
brushes should be washed periodically 
with soap and water. Upsticks and mascara 
wands can be dipped into alcohol to be 
diSinfected, always use fresh alcohol and 
discard it after use. And NEVER lend yc~, 
make-up to friends. By the way, if you tend 
to get eye infections discard your present 
eye make-up, especially your mascara, 
and start anew after your eyes have healed. 
Better safe than sorry. 
Many of the women I work with say that 
they don't like to wear make-up and give 
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2 BLOCKS TO NPGS 
HUGE MILITARY 
DISCOUNT 
I c-I 373-41721 
113 1 10TH STREET 
MONTEREY, CA 93940 
MEM BERS 
1 Tape 4.00 
2 Tapes 7.00 






ALSO 1 DAY RENTALS 
AVAILABLE 
Large selection of tapes. 
Lifetime membersh ips available· 
Call for more information 
3170-0 Vista Oel Camino 
Marina, CA 93~33 ~ 





INDOOR HEA TEO POOl • 




RESTFUL QUIET RO()M :' .... 
• POCOLA TEO COFFEE 
IN ROOM 
• IRIDAL & 
FAMilY SUITES 
• KING & QUEEN BEDS 
• fiR EPLACES 
& KITCHENETTES 
• COLOR TElEVISION 
• DIReCT DIAL 
• SAUNA 
I c-I 373-13371 
1046 MUNRAS AVE. 






Mail or "Call Christy Collect" for Your 
Free Comprehensive Relocation Package. 
Name ____________________________________________ _ 
Address __________________________________________ __ 
City _________________ State __________ __ 
Phone _ ________ Rank _________ __ 
Expected Date of Arrival ______________________________ __ 
Max L. Hill 
Company., 
Hwy, 17 & Folly Road 
44 Folly Road 
Charleston , S,C, 29407 
Attention : Christy Williams, Broker Associate 
Business: 803-571-5220 Home: 803-871-4330 
HERE IN MONTEREY 
WRITE 
MONTEREY COUNTY MENSA 
p,o , Box 605 
Monterey, CA 93940 
Continued from previous page, 
me a variety of reasons, takes too long. 
doesn't look right, their skin is too oily, 
make-up breaks them out, etc, There are 
'cures' for all of these problems and they 
are worth finding because I guarantee that 
a little, properly applied make-up over a 
clean face will enhance any woman's 
appearance, There are plenty of image 
consultants out there, treat yourself, YOU 
DESERVE THE BEST. 0 
Continued from page 14, 
wrong," Bob agrees. "If I asked a man a 
question and he told me the answer and I for-
got the answer-I would feel terrible having 
to go back and ask him again. The ladies 
have no such hang ups! They're open, 
honest, ambitious and have tremendous 
morale." 
A couple of weeks ago, Bob took the 
crew out to fly the Spinnaker (the large 
sail), which is no easy task. "When that 
spinnaker filled with air, the ladies loudly 
cheered-as if they were at a football 
game," Bob exclaims. "I am almost Shocked 
at the individual enthusiasm of each of 
these ladies. It's challenging to me to keep 
up with them." 
If all this nautical talk has begun to excite 
you about learning to sai l-let me relay 
some information which may give some 01 
you the push needed to get out there and 
DO IT! The basic 6-week sailing course 
is offered four times a year. Fred Johnson 
is the Training Commodore and Bob assists 
him as the Training Skipper of the basic 
sailing course. There Bre also intermediate 
and Shields Class courses offered. The 
next courses will begin sometime around 
the first of January. The fee is $50. Young 
ladies and men may also take the course 
and can be qualified as skipper by age 16 
and first mate by age 12. Any active duty, 
retired or dependent is eligible to take the 
courses and may also rent boats from the 
Recreation Department for voyage fees of 
$4 per 3 hours on weekdays and $5 per 3 
hours on weekends. All the boats are lo-
cated at the Coast Guard Pier near Can-
nery Row. 
Continued on next page. 
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Continued from previous page. 
If you find you 're really into sailing, the 
Naval Post Graduate School has its own 
sailing association which charges an an-
nual membership fee of $5. It sponsors 
several races during the year and has ex-
citing social events too. 
Connie describes her favorite attire for 
sailing-UI wear jeans with legwarmers 
underneath, windbreaker, deck shoes and 
my special hat with a rainbow on it. It's 
my lucky hal" 
Coach Bob Spenser, mentor of the 
Rainbow Crew. 
Sailing here through the Navy Recreation 
Department is not as expensive as I ima-
gined. And it certainly sounds exciting 
after talking with Connie and Bob. 
The Rainbow Crew usually flies the 
Rainbow Flag to let all of us on shore know 
who they are. They'll take all the applause 
and recognition from us that they can gel 
And with 150 races coming up to finally 
race in the Monterey Bay Shields Cham-
pionship next spring, the Rainbow Crew 
needs all the cheering and support we can 
give them. YEAH TEANlffff 0 
RAINBOW YACHT RACING CREW 
GOAL: To win the 1984 Monterey Bay 
Shields Yacht Racing Championship. 
IDANNA AARON, School Superintenden~ 
San Ardo 
GINA CLAYTON, Accounting Technician 
JANIS DeAMARAL, Administrative Assis-
tant 
GRETCHEN HELWEG, Naval Officer, 
NPS Student 
ELLEN KNOTT, Naval Officer, NPS Stu-
dent 
SHEILA CONROY -LESIEUR, Dietician 
CONSTANCE LONG, Writer I Photographer 
BARBARA MARSH, Naval Officer, NPS 
Student 
COLLEEN NELSON, Homemaker 
KAREN PAGEL, Student 
LfNDA RATSEP, Naval Officer 
MICHELLE RIGTERINK, MPC Student 
OLGA SAN MIGUEL, Teacher of Handi-
capped 
MARIAN SHOPE, MPC Student 





Yang's Happy Family I'.estouront is the Non-
rerey Peninsula 's newest nonne in fine Olinese 
dining. Gournnet chef David Hu has over 20 
yeofl of experience creating excellenr Non-
dorin and Szechuan cuisine. Yang's Happy 
Family features such specialties as: 
• Scollop. wilh CroS Meol-8.90 
• Kung Poo Chkken-6.90 
• Moo Hsu Porl<-6.90 
• MoogoIion De<>f-6.90 
Orders to Toke Out-373-3262 
Opendoly lmdl11 oOOlO2,:lOpm • Dmer 500010 1Cf.C()pm 
Family dinners available. 116 Forest Avenue, Pacific Grove 
ORDERS TO 
WASHINGTON, D.C.-NORTHERN VIRGINIA AREA? 
Wants to assist you with your move. 
Contact RUTH MONAHAN, for personalized counseling 
and your Free "Welcome to Washington" housing packet 
containing information on Financing, Schools, Taxes, 
Outlying Areas, Maps, and other information. 
RUTH MONAHAN, Realtor, has 
19 years experience selling real estate 
in the Northern Virginia area, and 
has been for many years a member in 
the Million Dollar Sales Club. 
Res: (703) 455-2837 
~g:s~ 
rn 
6218 Old Keene Mill Court 
Springfield, Virginia 22152 
(703) 569-5300 
• 
CARPET REMNANTS fURNITURE AND PIANO REFINI SHING m=~ ANTlQU' , ., . 
Good Selection 
Fast Friendly Service 
Family Owned and Operated 
FREE 3/8" FOAM PAD 
To Military with Remnants 
Full Service Floor and Window Coverings. 
r RESTORING r m rm A SPECIAlTY 
MILIT ARY CLAIMS 
& ESTIMATES 
Remnants & Rolls. Custom & Ready-made Draperies 
TOUCH-UP & SPOT REPAIR 
GOLD & SILVER LEAFING 
FURNITURE REPAIRS 
OLD PAINTINGS & PICTURE FRAMES 
CLEANED & RESTORED 
1I00 Del Monte Avenue 
Monterey, CA 93940 Tel. (408) 373-7759 
Jl!lonter.el1 Jlfumitur.e 
~.estoratiolt 
PlCk ·UP ~ DRIVERY 
(408) 37)-3030 
289 Dick min Awenue 
Montrrey, C.liforni. 93940 
ORDERS TO SAN DIEGO? 
Call Century 21 Ohman-Rattan Realtors for personalized ser-
vice to military families relocating to San Diego Area. 
TOLL FREE 1-800-544-2121 
IN CALIFORNIA 1-800-545-2121 
All you need to know about the housing market, schools, bases, 
and new ways to finance in today's market. 
#1 Sales Office 
in San Diego County 
® 
OHMAN-RATTAN REAL TORS® 
THE TOP TEAM 
(714) 461-3900 
8655 Navajo Road 
San Diego, California 92119 
WHATEVER YOUR LIFESTYLE 
- ' 
Our full service "Military Relocation Specialists" can 
make this an informative and pleasant move for you, 
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ADDRESS • Virginia Beach, Virginia 23462 • • 
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For Personal Service, Ask for MARGARET WHITE 
CALL COLLECT (804) 490-0524 or (804) 499-0664 
